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RTD, Lyft, Zipcar challenge Denver residents to ditch their car for 30 
days  

 
Program aims to reduce roadblocks to using alternative means of transportation 

 
DENVER (Sept. 26, 2018) – Today, Lyft, the Regional Transportation District (RTD) and Zipcar 
are announcing Ditch Your Car, a program in Denver offering transportation credit to each of 50 
people who pledge to give up their cars for 30 days, Oct. 8 to Nov. 6, in favor of getting around 
town via shared Lyft rides, Lyft Scooters, RTD vehicles and Zipcar. Ridesharing has already 
changed the way Denverites depend on owning a car, and now it’s time to take an even bolder 
step toward realizing a new future of mobility.  
 
Download images, video and video interviews here. 
 
Starting today, Denver residents will be able to register at ditchwithlyft.com/Denver for the 
opportunity to receive $751 of transportation credit toward the use of Lyft, Zipcar and RTD. 
 
The challenge carries a total value for 50 participants of $37,550. This initiative in Denver is part 
of a national effort by Lyft and its partners to encourage and make easier the transition to the 
sole use of public transit, and to further explore the tools available in an exploding sharing 
economy. 
 
“The way that people move around cities is changing faster than ever, and we’re excited to 
challenge Denver residents to change their habits and give up their car for a month,” said Gabe 
Cohen, Rockies Region General Manager for Lyft. “Lyft alone is not the solution to overcome 
transportation hurdles, but by partnering with RTD and Zipcar, we’re able to create a full menu 
of mobility options for Denver residents.” 
 
Cohen added that Lyft believes cities should be built around people, not cars or parking lots. 
Using a mix of multimodal options, it’s possible to rework cities and ditch personal cars. Lyft is 
committed to being a part of the solution to reduce congestion, carbon footprint and the pain 
points of personal car ownership in Denver.  
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"The mobility opportunities taking place in transit at a national level are unprecedented, with 
providers everywhere determining how their services fit into a broader delivery picture that 
meets the needs of riders," said RTD CEO and General Manager Dave Genova. "As a regional 
provider, our agency is uniquely positioned to be the mobility integrator for the Denver metro 
region. The future of mobility hinges on our ability to work together. We are excited to partner 
with Lyft on this initiative and will be eager to glean new insights from this collaboration that 
stand to benefit all involved – foremost being the public we serve." 
 
“Every day, more and more people ditch their personal cars in Denver and instead use a range 
of mobility options to get around, from car sharing to ride-hailing,” said Forrest Neilson, Zipcar 
Regional General Manager, Central. “We’re excited to join Lyft in this fun 30-day challenge 
that’ll encourage even more Denverites to go car-free. At Zipcar, we’re big fans of any effort to 
make it easier to live without a personal car.” 
 
Here’s how it works: 

1. Sign up at ditchwithlyft.com/Denver. Fifty people will be selected at random to 
participate. 

2. Participants chosen for the challenge will receive an email with all details of the program 
— including transportation credits. 

3. Transportation credits to get around the city for one month include: 
a. $300 in Lyft shared credit 
b. $150 in Lyft Scooter credit 
c. 1-month regional RTD pass ($171 value) 
d. 1-month Zipcar membership and free activation, plus $100 drive credit ($130 

value) 
 
About Lyft 
Lyft was founded in June 2012 by Logan Green and John Zimmer to improve people’s lives with 
the world’s best transportation. Lyft is the fastest growing rideshare company in the U.S. and is 
available to 95 percent of the U.S. population as well as in Ontario, Canada. Lyft is preferred by 
drivers and passengers for its reliable and friendly experience, and its commitment to effecting 
positive change for the future of our cities, as the first rideshare company to offset carbon 
emissions from all rides globally. 
 
About RTD 
The Regional Transportation District develops, operates and maintains a public transportation 
system that meets the transit needs of close to 3 million people within an eight-county service 
area in the Denver Metro region. The agency’s buses, rail lines, shuttles and additional services 
provide approximately 100 million annual passenger trips. For more information, visit rtd-
denver.com, call 303-299-6000 and follow along on social media: www.facebook.com/RideRTD, 
@RideRTD on Twitter, @ridertd on Instagram and rideRTDco on YouTube. 
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